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Preface

In October 2014, RBI governor Raghuram
Rajan addressed a meeting of business leaders
at the India- America Chamber of Commerce
where he spoke about major areas requiring
restructuring and changes starting with the need
to focus on the financial sector and the
infrastructure sector along with the pressing
need to raise the quality of the human resource
capital at the disposal of the country. Further,
he talked about the need to focus on
deliverables and that right now is the right time
of action.
True to his word, the RBI Governor in his Fourth
bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement
announced concrete timelines for the rolling out
of various policy initiatives based on the
framework of the five pillar approach
announced in October 2013. This five pillar
approach emphasizes the strengthening of the
monetary policy framework, fortifying the
banking structure, broadening and deepening
financial markets and dealing with stress in
corporate and financial assets. Pursuant to this
five pillar approach, the RBI has a number of
guidelines in the pipeline which are expected to
be rolled out in the coming quarters including
guidelines on licensing of small banks and

payments banks, changes in the regulatory
framework for NBFCs with RBI recommencing
the registration of NBFCs, guidelines for
declaring borrowers as ‘non- cooperative’,
instituting an early detection mechanism for
frauds, introduction for re-repo/ rehypothecation instruments, guidelines for OTC
short- sale, etc. Additionally, the RBI has also
furthered its efforts to align the domestic
regulatory norms with the global regulatory
standards by revising the present guidelines on
the measurement of operational risk to bring the
same in alignment with Basel principals. Some
of the directives as mentioned in the Fourth BiMonthly Monetary Policy Statement have been
issued by RBI and are covered as a part of this
issue.
Such efforts are testament of RBI’s commitment
to bring about a reform in the financial sector of
the country in order to create a more investorfriendly environment. Further, with the
increased political will to bring about change,
the efforts of RBI have acquired the needed
momentum to ensure the success of its various
policy initiatives.
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Special Feature
Article
Operational Risk (Re)Aligning to
Basel principles

Operational Risk - (Re)Aligning to
Basel principles
(Guideline: RBI/2014-15/265. DBOD.No.BP.BC.43/21.06.017/2014-15)
Summary
RBI circular dated 16 October, 2014 is aimed at
revising the extant guidelines on the
measurement of operational risk capital under
The Standardized Approach (TSA) dated March
31, 2010 and the Advance Measurement
Approach (AMA) dated April 27, 2011. The
addition to the regulatory guidance has been in
quick succession to the review carried out by the
Basel committee on the application of sound
principles of operational risk management on
October 6, 2014.
RBI has recently conducted a comparative study
of operational risk guidelines within its regulatory
space with the Basel guidance on operational
risk management. The revisions to the
operational risk regulations are more from a point
of view of improving the quality of regulatory
guidance under different approaches. It aligns
seemingly discrete pieces of regulations and
removes any ambiguities identified in the current
system.
Figure 1: Revision to Operational risk Guidelines

regulatory guidelines. It is a revision only to the
TSA guidelines and is aimed at benchmarking
TSA with the extant guidance on migration
provided under the AMA guideline of April, 2011.
RBI has reiterated the importance of a strong
operational risk management framework as a
basic requirement to transition to any of the
advanced measurement approaches beyond
Basic Indicator Approach (BIA).
Key points under TSA/AMA parallel run:

•

Parallel Calculation under BIA and TSA

•

Evaluation by RBI on readiness during the
transition period

•

Quarterly submission of audited capital
charge and updates to the operational risk
framework

•

Recourse in case of non-compliance

Amendments to The Standardized
Approach (TSA/ASA):
The ASA (Alternative Standardized Approach) is
a special variant of TSA. A bank can use the
ASA provided the bank is able to satisfy RBI that
this alternative approach provides an improved
basis for risk management.
Extant guidelines on TSA which prescribe the
capital computation under alternative
standardized approach (ASA) did not provide any
commentary on the treatment of negative gross
income for business lines except retail and
commercial banking (for which capital charge is
measured with loans and advances as suitable
proxy for operational risk).

Migration to advanced approaches
under operational risk:

The revision is, again, to eliminate any ambiguity
around the interpretation of ASA methodology
and to provide more prudent regulatory
guidelines for operational risk

RBI through this revision document has aligned
the parallel run procedures under TSA and AMA
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Key Points:

Board Oversight:

•

Extant guidelines is silent on the treatment of
negative gross income for business units
except retail and commercial banking

•

Under ASA negative gross income can be
used to offset capital charge from other
business units.

Amendments to Advanced
Measurement Approaches (AMA):
Additions to the extant AMA regulatory
framework are to strengthen the operational risk
management framework of a bank with respect
to overseas branches and international
subsidiaries. The three broad areas under which
the revisions have been introduced are;
Scope
of application:
Revision
Objective
The scope of
application of
operational
risk
management
framework to
overseas
branches and
internationally
active
subsidiaries

To provide
clarity on
the
application
of AMA on
group wide
level

Impact
Capital to be
calculated
on a global
basis which
would
include
branches
and
subsidiary
entities

Revision

Objective

Impact

The board of
directors and
senior
management
of each
subsidiary/ov
erseas
branch
should be
responsible
for
conducting
their own
assessment
of the
subsidiary’s/o
verseas
branch’s
operational
risks and
controls and
ensuring the
subsidiary/ov
erseas
branch is
adequately
capitalized in
respect of
those risks

Defining the
governance
framework under
corporate
operational risk
function

Overseas
branches
and
internationall
y active
subsidiaries
are the
primary
focus areas
and must fall
under the
purview of
overall
governance
framework
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Qualitative Standards under AMA:

Validation of Data Elements under AMA

Revision

Objective

Impact

Revision

Objective

Impact

Banks
should
pursue
advanced
methodologi
es for
operational
risk capital
allocation.

Migration to
risksensitive
techniques
of capital
allocation

Impetus to
move
towards
more risk
sensitive
methods of
capital
allocation.
No material
impact on
existing
framework

Validation of
BEICF factors
should be
done by
comparison to
actual internal
loss
experience

Back-testing
the BEICF
input to the
AMA
modelling
framework

Enhanceme
nts of the
existing
processes
with
inclusion of
testing
BEICF input
data.

Operational
risk capital
allocation to
business
lines among
various legal
entities and
across
banking
group

Defining the
scope of
operational
risk
qualitative
framework

AMA
application
on group
level
including
overseas
branches
and
international
subsidiaries

Developmen
t of
techniques
to carry out
such
analysis and
defining
remediation
factors
around it
Validation of
all input data
should take
cognizance of
any double
counting
between the
four elements

Improved
framework
for input data
validation for
AMA models

Prudent
internal
processes to
be followed
by the
operational
risk
managemen
t function for
verification
of input data.
Establishing
checks and
measures to
identify
overlapping
aspects
among the
four data
elements
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The revisions undertaken under the latest
circular help define a clearer picture around the
scope of operational risk management
framework and provide necessary impetus for
transition to move up the ladder of risk sensitive
techniques. The changes to extant framework
will not have a significant impact on the
operational capital computation since most of
banks under the Indian regulatory scenario are
covered by the Basic Indicator Approach.
However, a well-defined regulatory framework is
a necessity for evolution of the operational risk
management framework in India.
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Our point of
view on key
RBI
guidelines
issued in
September &
October 2014

Timelines for Credit Decisions
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/199
Date of Notification: September 1, 2014
Applicable Entities: All Scheduled
Commercial Banks (excluding RRBs and LABs)
and All India Notified Financial Institutions (FIs)

•

websites, notice-boards, product literature,
etc.
Banks may put in place the above system
within 30 days from the date of this circular.

Implications:

Background & Objective
•
In its earlier guidelines, the RBI had stipulated
that the timeframe within which loan
applications up to Rs. 2 lakh ought to be
disposed of, should be indicated while
accepting loan applications. However in case of
large loans there were no such defined
timelines which banks needed to follow for
sanctioning of a loan proposal. This creates
problems for the borrowers, undertaking
projects with dependency on bank credit.

•

•
With the objective of resolving such problems,
the RBI has asked banks to put in a place a
timeline for credit decisions for all loans to
eliminate “inordinate delays” by banks in
conveying their credit decisions to borrowers,
thereby minimising delays in project
implementation.
Another objective for introduction of this
guideline is to ensure that stalled projects
improve because of quicker decisions by banks.
Even if banks reject a credit proposal in a
stipulated time frame, borrowers can at least
move to another bank rather than wait for
approval from one particular bank.

•

Banks to amend the relevant
policy/procedure manuals including the
banks fair practice code to include the
procedure for swift disposal of loan
applications.
Banks may disclose the target approval time
(TAT) for loans with an example on their
websites. Further banks may disclose the
TAT for loan approval with milestones on the
notice boards and the loan stationery
(marketing documents) with an example.
Banks may add a clause in the loan request
form if any, that bank may take a time over
and above the time mentioned as per the
TAT subject to completion of due diligence
exercise.
The credit department to institute the
process internally within the bank wherein an
MIS to be prepared and circulated to the
management highlighting the cases which
have gone beyond the approved timeline
along with reasons for the same.

These requirements need to be implemented
within 30 days from the date of the circular i.e.
by October 1, 2014.

Key Directives issued by RBI
•

It is advised that banks should clearly
delineate the procedure for disposal of loan
proposals, with appropriate timelines, and
institute a suitable monitoring mechanism for
reviewing applications pending beyond the
specified period. It is, however, reiterated
that there should not be any compromise on
due diligence requirements. Banks may also
make suitable disclosures on the timelines
for conveying credit decisions through their
10

External Commercial Borrowings In
Indian Rupee
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/207
Date of Notification: September 3, 2014
Applicable Entities: All Category - I Authorized
Dealer Banks

Background & Objective
The guideline has been introduced with the
objective of providing more operational flexibility
to recognized non-resident lenders in
structuring of ECB loans to Indian residents.
The objective is to ease the ECB structure in
the country by allowing non-resident lenders to
extend rupee-denominated loans to Indian
residents by mobilizing Indian rupees through
swaps undertaken with an Authorised Dealer
Category I Bank In India. This will help in
increasing the capital flow in the country.

No. 63 dated December 29, 2011.

Implications
 Local Indian banks will witness increased
competition from the non resident lenders
since the ECB denominated in Indian rupees
will eliminate the currency risk for Indian
borrowers and will help them get cheaper
funding options, thereby leading to higher
capital in-flows.
 However, this process may prove to be
expensive for non- resident lenders as they
would have to enter into swaps with banks in
India.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
•

With a view to providing greater flexibility for
structuring of ECB arrangements, it has
been decided that recognized non-resident
ECB lenders may extend loans in Indian
Rupees subject to the following conditions:
The lender should mobilize Indian Rupees
through swaps undertaken with an
Authorized Dealer Category-I bank in India.
The ECB contract should comply with all
other conditions applicable to the automatic
and approval routes as the case may be.
The all-in-cost of such ECBs should be
commensurate with prevailing market
conditions.

•

For the purpose of executing swaps for
ECBs denominated in Indian Rupees, the
recognized ECB lender, if it desires, may set
up a representative office in India following
the prescribed laid down process.

•

It may be noted that the hedging
arrangement for ECBs denominated in
Indian Rupees extended by non-resident
equity-holders shall continue to be governed
by the provisions of AP (DIR Series) Circular
11

Risk Management and Inter Bank
Dealings: Hedging Facilities for
Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs)
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/216
Date of Notification: September 8, 2014
Applicable Entities: All Category - I Authorized
Dealer Banks

•

The hedge contracts shall not be eligible for
rebooking on cancellation.

•

The contracts can however be rolled over on
maturity provided the relative coupon
amount is yet to be received.

Background & Objective
As per the present Foreign Exchange
Management Act (FEMA) regulations, Foreign
Portfolio Investors ('FPIs') were allowed to
hedge their currency risk on the market value of
entire investment in equity and/or debt in India
as on a particular date subject to certain
conditions mentioned in the relevant circulars.
With the objective of providing more flexibility to
overseas investors, the RBI has decided to
permit FPIs to hedge the coupon receipts
arising out of their investments in debt
securities in India falling due during the
following twelve months. The amendment to
regulation was done based on the
announcement in the Monetary Policy
Statement of April 1, 2014. The move is aimed
at enhancing the hedging facilities for the FPIs
holding debt securities under the Portfolio
Investment Scheme (PIS). It will encourage
investments in debt and deepen the domestic
debt market.

Implications
•

The front office dealing systems of the banks
need to be configured so as to not permit
cancellation and rebooking of such hedges.

•

The FPIs would be allowed to rollover the
contracts on maturity if the coupon amount is
not received. The back office personnel
would have to track the coupon receipt in the
FPI account or if the account is not
maintained with the AD category bank with
whom the hedge is being taken, would need
to take a self declaration from the authorized
signatory of the FPI.

•

Banks would need to amend their treasury
policy to allow such hedges.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
Basis the notification dated September 08,
2014, all category - 1 Authorized Dealer banks
were advised vide circular RBI/2014-15/216
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.28 on Risk
Management and Inter Bank Dealings: Hedging
Facilities for Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs)
to permit FPIs to hedge the coupon receipts
arising out of their investments in debt
securities in India falling due during the
following twelve months subject to the following
conditions:
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Risk Management and Inter Bank
Dealings: Hedging under Past
Performance Route
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/250
Date of Notification: September 30, 2014
Applicable Entities: All Category – I
Authorized Dealer Banks

Background & Objective
The importers were allowed to hedge the
currency risks arising out of imports up to 50%
of the eligible limit as per the guidelines under
past performance route. In the wake of rising
import cost due to increasing geopolitical
tensions and currency fluctuation in the foreign
exchange market and to provide operational
flexibility to the importers, RBI has raised the
eligible limit for importers under the past
performance route to 100% from existing 50%.

Implications
 For importers who wish to avail of the facility
and have exhausted the limit of 50% as on
the effective date of this circular, the back
office would need to amend the limits upto
100% enabling them to hedge their exposure
as per the revised guidelines.
 Banks would need to modify the treasury
policy as well as relevant process notes
where in they would need to revise the
hedging under PPC route to importers upto
100 % of the eligible limits.
 Where the banks are tracking the limit with
help of automated system controls, banks
would need to modify the system logics.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
Under the extant guidelines relating to hedging
of currency risk of probable exposures based
on past performance, resident importers are
allowed to book contracts up to 50 per cent of
the eligible limit. The eligible limit is computed
as the average of the previous three financial
years’ import turnover or the previous year’s
actual import turnover, whichever is higher.
On a review of the evolving market conditions
and with a view to bringing at par both
exporters and importers for hedging of currency
risk of probable exposures based on past
performance, it has been decided to allow
importers to book forward contracts, under the
past performance route, up to 100 per cent of
the eligible limit. Importers who have already
booked contracts up to previous limit of 50 per
cent in the current financial year, shall be
eligible for difference arising out of the
enhanced limits. All other operational
guidelines, terms and conditions shall apply
mutatis mutandis.
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Secondary market transactions in
Government Securities - Short
Selling
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/251
IDMD.PCD.06/14.03.07/2014-15
Date of Notification: September 30, 2014

•

Banks / PDs would be required to report the
short sale position executed in the OTC
market on the NDS-OM platform within 15
minutes of the execution of the trade. Banks
and PDs undertaking short sale and related
cover transactions should indicate the same
through proper tagging on the platform.

•

Banks / PDs would be required to submit a
report of the daily security-wise short sale
position, as per the new format in Annex, to
the Principal Chief General Manager,
Financial Market Department, Reserve Bank
of India, Mumbai on a monthly basis, on the
first working day of the succeeding month.

•

Banks / PDs would be required to implement
the above mentioned revisions / changes in
their short selling operations effective from
October 7, 2014.

Applicable Entities: All market participants

Background & Objective
In pursuit of the regulatory mandate, the RBI
has been endeavoring to develop broad and
deep financial markets. Deeper and broader
financial markets serve important public policy
objectives in terms of improving the efficiency of
capital allocation and absorbing the risks
entailed in financing growth. As sound
regulation is an essential institutional factor to
ensure market development, the RBI has been
focusing on prudent regulations for furthering
the development of the government securities
market and enhancing liquidity by enhancing
the limit for liquid securities for undertaking
short positions by Primary Dealers and banks
and also permitting banks / Primary Dealers to
execute the short positions in the OTC market.

Implications
•

Banks / PDs need to take cognizance of the
new format of the short sale return to be filed
with RBI capturing additional requirements.
Banks / PDs need to now start reporting the
age (in number of days) of the oldest
uncovered short sale transaction as on the
last day of the month and the age (in number
of days) of the oldest short sale transaction
covered during the month. Thus, banks /
PDs need to put in place a framework for
calculation of the age of the oldest
uncovered short sale transaction as on the
last day of the month and the oldest short
sale transaction covered during the month.

•

Under the new instructions, banks / PDs
would be required to make the necessary
changes and update the short sale policy to
be approved by the board.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
•

Banks / PDs will be allowed to execute the
sale leg of short sale transactions in the OTC
market, in addition to the NDS-OM platform

•

Banks / PDs will be allowed undertake short
position (face value) in any security subject
to the following limits for liquid securities :
0.75% (enhanced from the existing limit of
0.50%) of the total outstanding stock issued
of each security or INR 600 crore, whichever
is lower.

•

In case a liquid security becomes illiquid
during the period of short sale resulting in a
lower short sale limit, a bank/PD may
continue to hold the already executed short
position till it is closed out. Any fresh short
position in such securities, however, should
be undertaken within the applicable limits for
illiquid securities.
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•

The directives issued by the RBI through
this circular may be covered under current
internal / concurrent audit of the banks.

•

Banks / PDs may update the trade blotters
with the execution time of the short sale
positions executed in the OTC market. The
back office should perform checks to
ascertain that all the trades are reported
within the required timeline on NDS OM.
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Usage of ATMs –Rationalisation of
number of free transactions Clarifications
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/260
Date of Notification: October 10, 2014
Applicable Entities: The Chairman and
Managing Director / Chief Executive Officers
All Scheduled Commercial Banks including
RRBs /Urban Co-operative Banks / State Cooperative Banks /District Central Co-operative
Banks

(inclusive of both financial and non-financial)
in a month carried out at other bank ATMs
irrespective of the location of the ATMs. With
the issuance of the latest instructions while
this overall cap remains unchanged, THREE
transactions (inclusive of both financial and
non-financial) would be free of charge if
carried out at other bank ATMs located in six
metro centres, viz., Mumbai, New Delhi,
Chennai, Kolkata, Bengaluru and
Hyderabad. Accordingly, if transactions are
carried out at both the six metro centres and
other locations, the total number of
transactions (inclusive of both financial and
non-financial) free of charge at other bank
ATMs would continue to remain at five.

Background & Objective
A few banks and the Indian Banks' Association
(IBA) had approached the RBI seeking changes
in the extant instructions regarding free
transactions at other banks' ATMs. Referring to
the growing cost of ATM deployment and
maintenance incurred by banks on one hand, as
well as the rising interchange out-go due to
these free transactions, the IBA had sought the
removal of free transactions at other banks'
ATMs at metro centres and other large
townships in the country. Based on
representations from these banks, RBI had
reduced the number of mandatory free ATM
transactions for savings bank account
customers at other banks’ ATMs from five
transactions per month to three transactions per
month, for transactions done at the ATMs
located in the six metro centres.

However, RBI had been receiving a lot of
references from various stakeholders
requesting clarifications as regards the total
number of free ATM transactions that banks
have to mandatorily provide to their customers
in other bank’s ATM from November 1, 2014.
This guideline has been issued with the
objective of providing this clarification.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
•

Prior to the issuance of the latest
instructions, banks were mandated not to
charge any fees to their savings bank
account customers for five ATM transactions

•

As indicated in the above circular dated
August 14, 2014, banks are, however, free to
offer more number of free transactions per
month at other bank ATMs as well as own
ATMs in any geographical location. Banks
are also free to decide on the combination
(for metro & non-metro locations) of free
transactions while adhering to the minimum
requirements.

•

Further, attention is drawn to the provisions
indicated in para 4.1(iv) of RBI Master
Circular (on Customer Service in Banks)
RBI/2014-15/72 DBOD No.
Leg.BC.21/09.07.006/2014-15 dated July 1,
2014 placing certain restrictions on the
number of withdrawals permitted in small/no
frills/basic savings bank deposit accounts,
including ATM withdrawals, during a month.
It is clarified that the applicability of free
transactions (inclusive of both financial and
non-financial) at other bank ATMs to small /
no frills / basic savings deposit account
holders as indicated in our circular dated
August 14, 2014 is subject to the provisions
indicated in the above Master Circular as
amended from time to time.
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Implications
•

•

•

All ATM transactions, including cash
withdrawal, balance inquiry and changing of
PIN, etc. would be considered as ATM
transactions unlike in the past when balance
inquiry was not considered a transaction as
such.
With RBI's rationalization drive, several
people may now go back to their home
branches and some of the activities that had
moved to ATMs, will once again done
through the branch network.
This move is expected to help banks
generate more fee income as there is a cap
on the number of free cheque leaves and
several banks charge a fee on branch visits
for specific purposes. This move is also
expected to increase the usage of internet
banking facility.
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Know Your Customer (KYC) Norms
/Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Standards/ Combating of Financing
of Terrorism (CFT) guidelines –
clarifications on periodic updation of
low risk customers, non-requirement
of repeated KYC for the same
customer to open new accounts and
partial freezing of KYC non-compliant
accounts
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/269
Date of Notification: October 21, 2014
Applicable Entities: The Chairperson / Chief
Executive Officers
All Scheduled Commercial Banks (Excluding
RRBs)/ Local Area Banks / All India Financial
Institutions

and various attempts by banks in this
direction, customers are still facing
difficulties in complying with the periodic
updation requirements. Further, it is also
reported that there are still many KYC noncompliant accounts due to non-submission
of KYC documents by customers at the time
of periodical updation. This often leads to
KYC non-compliant accounts continuing to
be operated and making them vulnerable to
money-laundering and terrorist financing
activities.

Background & Objective
The objective for the introduction of this
guideline is to simplify the KYC procedure to
prevent money-laundering and terrorist
financing activities and also to erase the
difficulties faced by a customer in opening a
bank account.

Key Directives Issued by RBI
•

Reserve Bank has been simplifying the KYC
norms from time to time, in order to ease the
difficulties faced by common persons while
opening bank accounts and complying with
periodic updation requirements. It has,
however, been brought to the notice of the
Reserve Bank that despite such measures

•

In this context, a reference is invited to
paragraphs 31 and 32 (extracts enclosed) of
the Fourth Bi-Monthly Monetary Policy
Statement, 2014-15, announced on
September 30, 2014, on easing norms to be
followed during periodic updation and
introduction of ‘partial freezing’ on KYC noncompliant accounts.
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•

In terms of our circular
DBOD.AML.BC.No.39/14.01.001/2013-14
dated September 4, 2014 on ‘Client Due
Diligence’, the requirement of applying client
due diligence measures to existing clients at
an interval of two/eight/ten years in respect
of high/medium/low risk clients respectively,
would continue taking into account whether
and when client due diligence measures
have previously been undertaken and the
adequacy of data obtained. In order to
further ease the difficulties in complying with
the KYC requirements, within the overall
framework of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, 2002 (PMLA) and Rules
(PMLR), it is clarified as under:

i. Banks need not seek fresh proofs of identity
and address at the time of periodic updation,
from those customers who are categorised
as ‘low risk’, in case of no change in status
with respect to their identities and
addresses. A self-certification by the
customer to that effect should suffice in such
cases. In case of change of address of such
‘low risk’ customers, they could merely
forward a certified copy of the document
(proof of address) by mail/post, etc. Banks
may not insist on physical presence of such
low risk customer at the time of periodic
updation.

due notice of three months initially to the
customers to comply with KYC requirement
and followed by a reminder for further period
of three months. Thereafter, banks may
impose ‘partial freezing’ by allowing all
credits and disallowing all debits with the
freedom to close the accounts. If the
accounts are still KYC non-compliant after
six months of imposing initial ‘partial
freezing’ banks may disallow all debits and
credits from/to the accounts, rendering them
inoperative. Further, it would always be open
to the bank to close the account of such
customers.
•

Banks may revise their KYC policy in the
light of the above instructions and ensure
strict adherence to the same.

Implications
•
•
•

Bank may update the KYC policy/
procedures to include the changes
suggested by the guideline.
Bank may further amend the work
instructions so that their on-ground team is
aware of revised procedures to be followed.
These steps ease the formalities to be
performed by the customer as well as the
bank at the time of periodic updation of KYC
details.

ii. If an existing KYC compliant customer of a
bank desires to open another account in the
same bank, there should be no need for
submission of fresh proof of identity and/or
proof of address for the purpose.
•

As regards non-compliance of KYC
requirements by the customers despite
repeated reminders by banks, it has been
decided that banks should impose ‘partial
freezing’ on such KYC non-compliant in a
phased manner. Meanwhile, the account
holders can revive accounts by submitting
the KYC documents as per instructions in
force. While imposing ‘partial freezing’,
banks are advised to ensure that the option
of ‘partial freezing’ is exercised after giving
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Framework for Revitalizing
Distressed Assets in the Economy –
Review of the Guidelines on Joint
Lenders’ Forum (JLF) and Corrective
Action Plan (CAP) – Key Highlights
RBI Circular Reference: RBI/2014-15/271
Date of Notification: October 21, 2014
Applicable Entities: All Scheduled
Commercial Banks
(excluding RRBs)
All-India Term-lending and Refinancing
Institutions
(Exim Bank, NABARD, NHB and SIDBI)

Background & Objective
The guidelines on Joint Lenders’ Forum (JLF)
and Corrective Action Plan (CAP) were issued
by RBI on February 26, 2014 with a view to
improving the financial system’s ability to deal
with corporate distress and financial institution
distress and introducing a framework for
revitalizing distressed assets in the economy.
However, the RBI has received many
representations from banks and the Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA) on difficulties faced by
them in the effective implementation of the
framework and accordingly, it has made certain
changes to it. The major changes in the
Framework have been highlighted below.

and / or classification of crop loan accounts
as SMA to CRILC. Interbank exposures,
including exposures to NABARD, SIDBI,
EXIM Bank and NHB have also been
exempted from such reporting to CRILC.
Such reporting was hitherto required for all
borrowers having aggregate fund-based and
non-fund based exposure of INR 50 million
and above with the bank.
•

−

−

Key Highlights
•

•

Reporting of SMA-2: Banks have been
asked to report their SMA-2 accounts and
JLF formations on a weekly basis at the
close of business on every Friday, as against
on the 61st day itself (which may or may not
be a Friday). In case the Friday happens to
be a holiday, they need to report the same
on the preceding working day of the week.
Exemption to certain exposures from
reporting to Central Repository of
Information on Large Credits (‘CRILC’):
Banks have been exempted from reporting
credit information on crop loans accounts

−

−
−

Applicability of the Framework in Certain
Cases:
Banks need to report their Cash Credit (CC)
and Overdraft (OD) accounts, including
overdraft arising out of devolved LCs /
invoked guarantees to CRILC as SMA 2
when these are overdue for more than 60
days. Similarly, bills purchased or
discounted (other than those backed by LCs
issued by banks) and derivative exposures
with receivables having positive MTM value
remaining overdue for more than 60 days
should be also be reported to CRILC as
SMA-2.
Loans extended by banks’ overseas
branches should continue to form a part of
reporting of credit information and SMA
status to CRILC.
Formation of JLF will not be mandatory in
cases of offshore borrowers which do not
have any presence in India, either by way of
a subsidiary, parent or a group entity.
The inclusion of offshore lenders as part of
JLF is not mandatory.
Formation of JLF will not be mandatory on
reporting of investment portfolio as SMA,
except in cases of bonds / debentures
acquired on private placement basis or due
to conversion of debt under restructuring of
advances.
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•

Corrective Action Plan (CAP) by JLF: The
time limit for arriving at an agreement on the
option to be adopted for CAP has been
increased from 30 days to 45 days from
i. the date of an account being reported as
SMA-2 by one or more lender, or
ii. receipt of request from the borrower to form
a JLF, with substantiated grounds, if it
senses imminent stress.
•

Evaluation by Independent Evaluation
Committee (IEC): IEC has now been allowed
a time limit of 45 days instead of 30 days for
evaluation of the restructuring package and
giving its recommendations for restructuring
of accounts with aggregate exposure (‘AE’)
of INR 5000 million and above.

•

Restructuring within the specified time
periods – special asset classification: The
special asset classification benefit on
restructuring of accounts would be available
for accounts undertaken for restructuring
under these guidelines, subject to adherence
to the overall timeframe for approval and
implementation of restructuring package.
Thus, if the JLF / CDR takes a shorter time
for an activity towards restructuring and
implementation of the approved package as
against the prescribed limit, then it has the
discretion to utilize the saved time for other
activities, provided the aggregate time limit is
not breached.

• Accelerated Provisioning:
− If an account is reported by any of the
lenders to CRILC as SMA 2 and the JLF is
not immediately formed or CAP is not
decided within the prescribed time limit due
to reasons like lead bank of the consortium /
bank with the largest AE under the multiple
banking arrangements not convening the
JLF and not taking initiatives in the matter,
then the accelerated provisioning will be
applicable only on the bank having
responsibility to convene JLF and not on all
the lenders in consortium / multiple banking
arrangement. In other cases, accelerated
provisioning will be applicable on all banks in
the consortium / multiple banking
arrangement. Banks have also been advised
that in case the lead bank of the consortium /

bank with the largest AE under the multiple
banking arrangement fails to convene JLF
within 15 days of reporting SMA-2 status, the
bank with second largest AE should convene
the JLF within the next 15 days, and will
have the same responsibilities and
disincentives as applicable to the lead bank /
bank with largest AE.
− If an escrow maintaining bank under JLF /
CDR mechanism does not appropriate
proceeds of repayment by the borrower
among the lenders as per agreed terms
resulting into down gradation of asset
classification of the account in books of other
lenders, then the account in the books of the
escrow maintaining bank will not only attract
the asset classification which is lowest
among the lending member banks but will
also be subjected to corresponding
accelerated provision instead of normal
provision. Further, such accelerated
provision will be applicable for a period of
one year from the effective date of
provisioning or till rectification of the error,
whichever is later.
• Exit Option from Additional Finance and Sale
of Financial Assets to Securitisation
Company (SC) / Reconstruction Company
(RC):
− Banks, irrespective of whether they are
within or outside the minimum 75% (by
value)and 60% (by number) of creditors,
can, henceforth, exercise the exit option for
providing additional finance only by way of
arranging their share of additional finance to
be provided by a new or existing creditor.
The other provisions stated in paragraph
5.5.3 of Annex 4 (Organisational Framework
for Restructuring of Advances Under
Consortium / Multiple Banking / Syndication
Arrangements) of the Master Circular Prudential norms on Income Recognition,
Asset Classification and Provisioning
pertaining to Advances’ of exit options, i.e.,
to exit from the package by selling their
existing share to either the existing lenders
or fresh lenders remain unchanged.
− If restructuring has been decided as the
CAP, then banks will not be permitted to sell
such assets to SCs / RCs, without arranging
their share of additional finance to be
provided by a new or existing creditor.
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This has been done because sale of accounts
to SCs / RCs after deciding the Corrective
Action Plan (CAP) under the JLF disrupts the
implementation of the CAP, especially in
cases where lenders are required to provide
additional finance under restructuring.
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Other Key
Guidelines
issued by
RBI in
September &
October
2014

S.no

Guidelines
Reference

Date of
Issue

Particulars

Impact

1

RBI/2014-15/200 1-Sep-14

Inoperative
Accounts

Since dividend on shares is credited to Savings
Bank accounts as per the mandate of the
customer, the same should be treated as a
customer induced transaction and hence, the
bank should continue classifying the account as
operative as long as the dividend is credited to
the customer's Savings Bank account.

2

RBI/2014-15/201 1-Sep-14

Implementation of This guideline will have significant impact on
Basel III Capital banks. A separate Point of View document on
Regulations in
the same shall be circulated.
India –
Amendments

3

RBI/2014-15/202 1-Sep-14 Treatment of
accounts opened
for credit of
Scholarship
Amounts under
Government
Scheme

As per the direction of Bombay High Court,
banks to ensure that accounts of all student
beneficiaries under the various Central/State
Government Scholarship Schemes are free
from restrictions of ‘minimum balance’ and ‘total
credit limit’.

3

RBI/2014-15/209 4-Sep-14

Simplification of
KYC Norms Creating Public
Awareness

Banks to make available the booklet and poster
published by RBI at its branches.

4

RBI/2014-15/213 5-Sep-14

Basel III Liquidity Banks to submit the liquidity returns in XBRL
Returns
platform within the specified due dates. Delay in
submission may result in penal action from RBI.
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S.no

Guidelines
Reference

Date of
Issue

Particulars

Impact

5

RBI/2014-15/217 9-Sep-14

Upper age limit for The matter relating to fixing an upper age limit
Whole Time
for the post of Managing Director & Chief
Directors on the Executive Officers (MD & CEO) and other
Boards of Banks Whole Time Directors (WTDs) of banks in
private sector in India has been examined in the
light of the provisions of the Companies Act,
2013 [Section 196(3)] which prescribe that ‘no
company shall appoint or continue the
employment of any person as Managing
Director, Whole Time Director or Manager who
is below the age of 21 years or has attained the
age of 70 years’.
In view of the above, it has been decided that
the upper age limit for MD & CEO and other
WTDs of banks in the private sector should be
70 years, i.e. beyond which nobody should
continue in the post. Within the overall limit of
70 years, individual bank’s Boards are free to
prescribe a lower retirement age for the WTDs,
including the MD & CEO, as an internal policy.

6

RBI/2014-15/221 9-Sep-14

Guidelines on
Based on the clarifications issued by RBI with
Wilful Defaulters – respect to the guidelines on wilful defaulters,
Clarification
banks can now name the company
regarding
management as well as group companies of a
Guarantor, Lender defaulting company as wilful defaulters.
and Unit
According to the new clarification, guarantors
who refuse to pay, despite having sufficient
means to make payment of the dues, will also
be treated as wilful defaulters. Thus, these
clarifications are aimed at protecting the
interests of the bank and discourage practices
of group companies / company management
wherein they excuse themselves of their liability
during instances of default.

7

RBI/2014-15/231 15-Sep-14 Data on Import of
Gold StatementSubmission under
XBRL

In order to promote e-filing of returns and
dispense away with manual submission of
returns, RBI, has mandated banks to file the
statement on import of Gold to RBI in XBRL
format on a monthly as well as half yearly basis
w.e.f. half year ended September 2014.
However, for the month / half year ended
September 2014, soft copy as well as manual
statement need to be submitted.
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Guidelines
Reference

Date of
Issue

Particulars

Impact

8

RBI/2014-15/234 17-Sep-14 Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)
in India - Issue of
equity shares
under the FDI
Scheme against
legitimate dues

This move of the RBI would enhance the FDI
flow in the country and also conserve the
foreign exchange outflow. Besides, it would
spare funds for Indian companies, which can be
used for other domestic purposes and reduce
their working capital requirements. However,
the issue of equity shares against fund
payables would have a dilution impact on
existing shareholders of the company

9

RBI/2014-15/249 30-Sept-14 Export Credit
Refinance
Facilities

Due to the easing of liquidity conditions in the
economy, the recourse to ECR has fallen off
substantially to about 10 per cent of the
outstanding export credit eligible for refinance.
Hence, in pursuance of the Dr. Urjit Patel
committee recommendations, the RBI has also
decided to reduce the liquidity provided under
the Export Credit Refinance facility from 32% of
eligible export credit to 15% with effect from
October 10, 2014. Dr. Urjit Patel committee
recommendations had called for moving away
from sector-specific refinance towards a more
generalized provision of system liquidity without
preferential access to any particular sector or
entity. This will provide banks more room for
manouevring its funds available for lending.

10

RBI/2014-15/254 7-Oct-14

Fourth Bi-monthly
Monetary Policy
Statement, 201415 – SLR
Holdings under
Held to Maturity
Category

With effect from August 9, 2014, banks were
permitted to exceed the limit of 25 per cent of
total investments under the HTM category
provided the excess comprised only SLR
securities, and the total SLR securities held in
the HTM category was not more than 24% of
their NDTL as on the last Friday of the second
preceding fortnight. In order to further develop
the government securities market and improve
the liquidity conditions in the market, the RBI
has decided to bring down the ceiling on SLR
securities under the HTM category from 24 per
cent of NDTL to 22 per cent in a graduated
manner.

11

RBI/2014-15/257 9-Oct-14

Memorandum of It has been decided to permit remittances to the
Instructions for
Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund through
Opening and
the Exchange Houses subject to the condition
Maintenance of
that the remittances are directly credited to the
Rupee / Foreign Fund by the banks and the banks maintain full
Currency Vostro details of the remitters.
Accounts of Nonresident
Exchange Houses
26

S.no
12

Guidelines
Reference
RBI/201415/2669

Date of
Issue

Particulars

Impact

16-Oct-14 Foreign Exchange To facilitate operational convenience, RBI has
Management Act, decided to delegate powers to the regional
1999 (FEMA)
offices of the Reserve bank of India for the
Foreign Exchange following:
(Compounding
a. Delay in submission of form FC-TRS on
Proceedings)
transfer of shares from Resident to NonRules, 2000 (the
Resident.
Rules) b. Delay in submission of form FC-TRS on
Compounding of
transfer of shares from Non-Resident to
Contraventions
Resident.
under FEMA,
c. Taking on record transfer of shares by
1999
investee company, in the absence of
certified form FC-TRS.
To facilitate operational convenience, RBI has
decided to transfer the work of 3 departments
viz. Liaison/ Branch/ Project office(LO/ BO/ PO)
division, Non Resident Foreign Account
Division (NRFAD) and Immovable Property (IP)
Division to the FED, CO Cell, Reserve Bank of
India. Accordingly, the officers attached to the
FED, CO Cell, New Delhi office are now
authorised to compound the contraventions as
under:
a. Contraventions relating to acquisition and
transfer of immovable property outside
India
b. Contraventions relating to acquisition and
transfer of immovable property in India
c. Contraventions relating to establishment in
India of Branch office ,Liaison Office or
project office
d. Contraventions falling under Foreign
Exchange Management (Deposit)
Regulations , 2000
The above contraventions will be compounded
by all Regional Offices (except Kochi and
Panaji) and FED, CO Cell, New Delhi
respectively without any limit on the amount of
contravention. Kochi and Panaji Regional
offices can compound the above contraventions
for amount of contravention below Rupees one
crore (Rs.1,00,00,000/-). The contraventions of
Rupees one crore (Rs.1,00,00,000/-) or more
under the jurisdiction of Panaji and Kochi
Regional Offices and all other contraventions of
FEMA will continue to be compounded at Cell
for Effective Implementation of FEMA (CEFA).
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